DISCOVER A FLUID, DIVERSE FIELD WITH SAGE REFERENCE’S
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ORGANIZATION STUDIES

Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore (May 2007) – Since the early twentieth century, the innovative field of organization studies has not only examined how people construct organizations with their corresponding structures, processes, and practices, but it has also focused on how these institutions, in turn, use and organize people.

SAGE Reference’s International Encyclopedia of Organization Studies presents an unprecedented, comprehensive overview of the major ideas, concepts, and approaches characterizing this dynamic field. Spanning individual, organizational, societal, and cultural perspectives in a cross-disciplinary manner, it reveals the cutting-edge thinking behind the best scholarship in the United States – and around the world.

Highly-accessible A-to-Z entries written by an international team of experts from a wide range of relevant fields organize the topic into key themes, including:

- Culture and Symbolism
- Human Resource Management
- Knowledge and Learning
- Innovation and Creativity
- Leadership Theory
- Organizational Power, Politics, Conflict
- Research Practice and Methodology
- Philosophy of Organizations
- Social Issues
- Teams
- Technologies

The premier reference tool for students, educators, scholars and practitioners researching the wealth of important topics comprising organization studies, SAGE’s International Encyclopedia of Organization Studies is an essential addition for all public and academic libraries.
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SAGE Publications is a leading international publisher of journals, books, and electronic media for academic, educational, and professional markets. Since 1965, SAGE has helped inform and educate a global community of scholars, practitioners, researchers, and students spanning a wide range of subject areas including business, humanities, social sciences, and science, technology and medicine. A privately owned corporation, SAGE has principal offices in Los Angeles, London, New Delhi, and Singapore. www.sagepublications.com